Dear Nightingale Community,
For this, our final 2018-2019 Library Newsletter, we focus on summer reading. Summer is a
wonderful time to catch up on reading for pleasure. We hope that you will spend time
reading aloud, reading alone, and reading with friends and family. Reading is a great way to
stay connected with friends and family; share your favorites and spark conversations.
The summer reading lists are available in both web and printable formats. Lower School lists
serve as a guide to help find titles to read year round. Middle and Upper School grades all
have one required text and a wide selection of recommendations to peruse. Additionally,
you can find our latest month-by-month book acquisitions here.
Other recommendations for summer reading opportunities:
● Visit your local branch of the New York Public Library. Explore lists and
recommendations from the New York, Brooklyn, and Queens library systems.
● Read magazines, journals, and news articles on Flipster. The app features The New
Yorker, The NY Review of Books, The American Poetry Review, The Atlantic, and
more.
● Use Sora to access audio and ebooks. You can link your account to Nightingale and
public library collections.
● Use Epic! to access a large collection of ebooks and audiobooks for grades K-6. Epic!
is free for educators and features titles in English, Spanish, French, and Mandarin.
● Subscribe to Brain Pickings, an eclectic curation of cross-disciplinary essays spanning
art, science, design, history, philosophy, and more.
● Check out LitHub, a great resource for literary content. The site includes excerpts from
new books, literary news, and curated reviews.
● Having trouble selecting your next book? NoveList Plus is an online readers’ advisory
tool that provides read-alike recommendations
● Read articles in Amherst’s The Common, whose mission is to publish content with a
strong sense of place. You can also listen to a podcast of work by contributors.
● Asian American Writers’ Workshop has wonderful articles, events, and curated lists
focusing on the best in Asian American Literature today.
● Well Read Black Girl provides information about books by Black women writers and
events around the country.
● Browse BookRiot for excellently curated recommendations and bookish fun. Subscribe
to subject-specific newsletters and podcasts for content throughout the summer.
As always, let us know how we can support your reading lives. Happy Summer Reading!
See you in the stacks,

Elizabeth, Kristyn, Megan and Patti

